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CC Marsico Global Fund (APIR: CHN0002AU)

Fund Benefits

Exclusive Australian Access:
Access to a proven global fund manager not otherwise 

available to Australian investors.

Experienced Investment Team:
Over 18 years managing global growth equity portfolios.

Differentiated, Diversified Global Investment 

Opportunities:
Marsico evaluates companies in industries around the 

world to uncover quality investments.

Time-Honoured Philosophy & Process:
Renowned for fundamental, intensive, hands-on 

research, Marsico combine “top-down” macroeconomic 

analysis with “bottom-up” security selection.

Fund Facts

Marsico Capital Management, LLC. 

("Marsico")
 Investment Manager

 Portfolio Managers Tom Marsico, Brandon Geisler & Robert Susman

 Structure Global Equity Fund, unhedged in 

Australian Dollars

 Inception Date^ 23 February 2016

 Benchmark MSCI All Country World Index,

Net in AUD

 Management Fee # Base Fee of 1.25% p.a.

 Performance Fee Performance Fee of 10% p.a. 

outperformance of the Benchmark (net 

of the Base Fee)

#

 Buy / Sell Spread 0.10% / 0.10%

 Distributions Semi-annual

AUD $40 million Fund Size+

Performance (Australian Dollars)

Benchmark**Returns ActiveFund*

1 Month 1.40% 0.47%1.87%

3 Months 1.44% -1.29%0.15%

FYTD 12.32% -2.16%10.16%

1 Year 8.47% 15.08%23.55%

2 Years p.a. 11.51% 10.69%22.20%

3 Years p.a. 10.53% 7.54%18.07%

Inception p.a. 12.68% 6.06%18.74%

Top 5 Holdings

Stock Name Sector

Microsoft Corporation Information Technology

Tencent Holdings Ltd Communication Services

Amazon.com Inc Consumer Discretionary

ASML Holding NV Information Technology

Alibaba Group Holding Limited Consumer Discretionary

Source: Marsico Capital Management, LLC.

Sector Allocation

Cash
Communication Services

Consumer Discretionary
Consumer StaplesIndustrials

Information Technology

Materials

Source: Marsico Capital Management, LLC.

Country Allocation

Australia
Canada
Cash
China

France
Germany
Netherlands
Singapore
Spain
SwedenTaiwan

United States

Source: Marsico Capital Management, LLC.

Platform Availabilty

HUB24 PowerWrap

Further Information

Phone: 1800 940 599

Email: clientservices@channelcapital.com.au

Web: www.channelcapital.com.au

# All figures disclosed include the net effect of GST and RITC. ^ Inception Date for performance calculation purposes. + Fund size refers to the CC Marsico 

Global Fund ARSN 610 434 896, which is comprised of both Class A and Class B Units . * Performance is for the CC Marsico Global Fund (APIR: CHN0002AU), 

also referred to as Class B units, and is based on month end unit prices before tax in Australian Dollars . Net performance is calculated after management fees 

and operating costs. Individual investor level taxes are not taken into account when calculating returns. This is historical performance data. It should be noted the 

value of an investment can rise and fall and past performance is not indicative of future performance. ** Benchmark refers to the MSCI All Country World Index 

Net AUD. All data is the property of MSCI. No use or distribution is permitted without written consent. Data provided “as is” without any warranties. MSCI 

assumes no liability for or in connection with the data.
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Fund Update as at 28 February 2021

CC Marsico Global Fund (APIR: CHN0002AU)

Market Review

Stocks generally rose in February as the worldwide COVID-19 vaccination effort accelerated, Johnson & Johnson 

received approval for its vaccine offering, and more details regarding President Biden’s proposed stimulus bill were 

announced. In spite of this momentum, Marsico witnessed a divergence between the performance of growth and 

value stocks as investors took profits in growth stocks, and rotated into stocks that are perceived to benefit more 

from the anticipated re-opening of the economy. More specifically, although the S&P 500 Index rose +1.84% during 

the month, the NASDAQ Composite Index rose a modest +0.10%. 

Diving deeper, Marsico saw value stocks outperform growth stocks by a wide margin, as the Russell 1000 Value 

Index rose +5.09% while the Russell 1000 Growth Index was -0.92%. Overseas markets were also generally 

positive, with the MSCI Euro Index rising +3.12%, for example. The U.S. 10-year Treasury yield, which has been a 

keen focus of investors, rose to roughly 1.4% by month-end after soaring even higher earlier in the month and 

sparking a sell-off in stocks. Commodities generally rallied strongly, led by an anticipated surge in oil demand as 

economies move to re-open. 

As in prior months, Marsico continues to monitor the COVID-19 pandemic closely. Since the end of January, 

COVID-19 case counts globally have declined considerably as a result of factors including continued social 

distancing measures, mask compliance, vaccinations, and potential immunity from previous exposure. As of the 

end of February, global case counts have declined almost 50% and U.S. case counts have declined over 80% from 

their respective January peaks. Hospitalisations and daily deaths in the U .S., which are key indicators of case 

severity, have declined approximately 65% and 57%, respectively. As of month-end, 15% of the U.S. population had 

received at least one vaccination shot and 7.5% had received two shots. 

While case counts may fluctuate as a result of new, more contagious variants, Marsico expects hospitalisation and 

mortality rates to continue to decline as vaccination rates and potential immunity increase. In addition to strong data 

demonstrating efficacy in preventing infection, all three vaccines available in the U .S. today (manufactured by 

Pfizer-BioNTech, Moderna, and now Johnson & Johnson) have demonstrated a significant reduction in severe 

illness and a dramatic reduction in hospitalisations. Although it may be unlikely that COVID -19 will be eliminated, our 

view is that a reduction in spread and severity should end this year.   

Further bolstering economic momentum, a proposed stimulus bill that would inject $1.9 trillion into the U.S. 

economy is making its way through Congress. It's called the American Rescue Plan Act, and after some additional 

tweaks by Congress is expected to be signed into law by President Biden within the next week. At almost two trillion 

dollars, it's one of the biggest spending bills in American history, with hundreds of billions of dollars earmarked for 

vaccination programs, expanded unemployment insurance, significant stimulus checks, state and local 

governments, school re-openings and more.

On a portfolio-level, one of the top performing stocks during February was the Walt Disney Company (DIS) as the 

company's pivot toward streaming services and excitement around its parks business led to strong performance . 

The company reported it had over 95m Disney+ subscribers in its most recent quarter, which illustrated the massive 

success their streaming business has had in just one year since launch. The company has also been investing 

heavily in its parks business during the pandemic and Marsico expects a massive acceleration in that business line 

as they believe there is significant pent-up demand to travel and Disney has premier family assets to accommodate 

that need.
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Fund Update as at 28 February 2021

CC Marsico Global Fund (APIR: CHN0002AU)

Market Outlook

As  mentioned in  January’s outlook, we are still battling COVID-19 although new case growth is slowing around the 

globe, and we have seen the implementation of several vaccines (now including Johnson & Johnson) and are 

hopeful in their potential to lessen the impact of the pandemic as we progress through the year. If the vaccination 

efforts continue at this pace, or possibly even accelerate, economic activity across the second half of 2021 could 

dramatically re-accelerate as industries such as leisure and entertainment re -open. While many parts of the world 

economy will likely continue to lag the U.S., many global stock markets continue along at all -time highs, and positive 

economic trends should continue in Europe, Asia and Latin America. In combination with continued strong fiscal and 

monetary support, one can see how the economic environment may significantly improve as we proceed forward . 
As such, Marsico expects  their more cyclically-oriented portfolio companies to thrive as this re-opening occurs.

Similarly, with the highly-contested U.S. presidential election now behind us and the Democrats holding small 

advantages in both the House and the Senate, Marsico believes  this sets the backdrop for an environment in which 

more discourse between parties results in policies that truly address the core of the U .S. population, improve 

confidence, and create a less uncertain environment in general. With all of the discord and drama behind us , 
Marsico forecasts a potentially more positive vision of government and its role in society as we progress through 

President-elect Biden’s first term as president. In such an environment, Marsico maintains their view that a portfolio 

of appropriately-valued, high-quality, innovative growth franchises will drive disproportionate outperformance over 

time.

The information contained in this report is provided by the Investment Manager, Marsico Capital Management, LLC ('Marsico'). Channel Investment Management 

Limited ACN 163 234 240 AFSL 439007 (‘ClML’) is the Responsible Entity and issuer of units in the CC Marsico Global Fund ARSN 610 434 896 (‘the Fund’). 

Neither CIML or Marsico, their officers, or employees make any representations or warranties, express or implied as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of 

the information contained in this report and nothing contained in this report is or shall be relied upon as a promise or representation, whether as to the past or the 

future. Past performance is not a reliable indication of future performance. A reference to quarters is a reference to a calendar quarter . This information is given in 

summary form and does not purport to be complete. Information in this report, should not be considered advice or a recommendation to investors or potential 

investors in relation to holding, purchasing or selling units in the Fund and does not take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situation or 

needs. Before acting on any information you should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to these matters, any relevant offer document 

and in particular, you should seek independent financial advice. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward looking statements. Neither CIML 

nor Marsico have any obligation to publicly release the result of any revisions to these forward looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date 

of this report. For further information and before investing, please read the Product Disclosure Statement available on request.
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